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Abstract
La Simulazione è una disciplina fondamentale per il city management. Imitare il comportamento dei sistemi è uno dei
migliori modi per comprenderne il funzionamento. La comprensione della struttura di un sistema (sociale, economico o
naturale) è indispensabile per poterlo cambiare, per valutarlo e governarlo. Nei consigli comunali non è ancora diffusa
la pratica della simulazione dinamica, ma le cose stanno rapidamente cambiando. La stagione di riforme sul
federalismo fiscale e sulla produttività del lavoro pubblico dovrà trovare le risorse e gli strumenti per implementare il
cambiamento e la simulazione si presta ormai ad essere uno di questi. L’articolo descrive un’esperienza reale condotta,
nell’ambito di un Consiglio comunale di una città di medie dimensione del Nord Est italiano, dove sono stati usati i
simulatori di gestione.
Abstract
Simulation is a fundamental technique for city management. To imitate the behaviour of systems is one of the best ways
of understanding them. To understand the structure of a system (is it a social, economic or natural one) means to be
able to change it, to evaluate it, to govern it. Building a dynamic simulation of a socio micro-world that would be more
effective wasn’t usual for a City Council in the past. But things are changing now. It will become more and more
frequent to see real experiences of management simulation in this field. The Local Public Authority management need is
increasing. After the last laws on fiscal federalism, on the management of civil servants and on the new architecture of
the local public bodies, it will be necessary to move on to the implementation phase of the reforms for every Italian
Regions and Town Halls. This article describes a real experience led by a City Council of a medium sized city in the
North of Italy to introduce, despite the obstacles red tape procedures, the use of the management simulators to fit and
evaluate the local public policies.
Résumé
La simulation est une technique fondamentale pour la gestion urbaine. Imiter le comportement des systèmes est l'un des
meilleurs moyens de les comprendre. Pour comprendre la structure d'un système (est-ce un ordre social, économique
ou naturel), c'est être capable de le modifier, de l'évaluer, pour la gouverner. La construction d'une simulation
dynamique d'un environnement socio micro-monde qui serait plus efficace n'était pas habituel pour un Conseil
municipal dans le passé. Mais les choses sont en train de changer. Il deviendra de plus en plus fréquent de voir des
expériences réelles de la simulation de gestion dans ce domaine. Le besoin d'une gestion publique de la part de une
Communautè urbaine est en augmentation. Après la dernière édition des lois sur le fédéralisme fiscal, sur la gestion des
fonctionnaires publique et sur la nouvelle architecture des organes publics locaux, il sera nécessaire de passer à la
phase de mise en œuvre des réformes pour tous les Régions italiennes et les mairies. Cet article décrit une expérience
réelle dirigée par un conseil municipal d'une ville de taille moyenne dans le Nord de l'Italie de présenter, en dépit des
obstacles de procédures administratives, l'utilisation des simulateurs de gestion pour s'adapter et d'évaluer les
politiques publiques locales.

Preliminary considerations
Recent reforms are going to increase local public governments strategic approaches.
In this context, municipal councils will be led to strengthen and qualify their role in territorial
planning and control (Baldi, 2009).
The need to manage important local public policies (“PPL”) will grow over the next years
(Barro, Sala-Martin, 1995).
Incentives and confirmations will be offered by the analysis of demography dynamics to
these policies, whose outputs will be necessarily managed according to an horizontal and
global territory-based approach, instead of the today vertical system of government carried
out by different public bodies. The policies assessment will be carried out through the
measurement of new-born system performances (Howlett, 2003), (Capano and Giuliani,
1996), (Meneguzzo and Fiorani, 2009), (Magnani, 2008) .
To ensure the achievement of the horizontal “quality-oriented” effect of public policies
following the best management practices, process operations and territorial projects will
be necessarily submitted to management forecast (Martini, Costabella, Sisti, 2006).
It follows that a process simulation and a systemic approach through management
simulators will be essential (Aaltonen and Sanders, 2006).

Management simulators
Simulators are the most powerful and refined management tools available today. In the
past, only a few kinds of simulators were in use and only very few organizations used
them. It was difficult to build them and use them, while today we have effective tools able
to interact with technical structures and political decision-makers (De Marco, Rafele,
2007). Modern simulators can be easily used by City-Councils and a large number of
organizations.
Any simulation process take into consideration organization systems, economic systems,
social or also natural systems, etcetera (Eberlein, 1989) (Aaltonen and Sanders, 2006). A
short description concerning methods and typologies will be offered in the following pages.
In this presentation, you will learn how to build a model for the simulator working, and you
will find an introduction of the main mechanisms used in this operation.
To do that, let me describe three basic simulator prototypes in use today to manage a
system supporting municipal Council planning and control activities. This Council should
more and more provide itself with models, professional skills and means necessary to
meet its essential functions in activity planning and scheduling. These prototypes
influence management policies of local authority, giving the Council support by means of
simulation tools to make more effective all decisions taken in the planning process. And
the increased knowledge about systemic connections management will grow the skills to
improve the management of local public policies not only at local level but also at a wider
job system level.
As a consequence of that, these policies can be exactly measured in relation to the target
and the amount available and, being still at the experimental stage, it is possible to monitor
their effects, thus reducing the assessment heaviness inside boundaries known before the
event (Barnabè, 2005).
In succession, a demography simulator will be presented, focusing on the added value
given by the local job system and the planning of workforce retirements.

Management simulators are particularly effective when official management policies are
adopted inside organizations. Should this be applied in a wider sense, the positive effects
coming from management simulation would improve the stability pact subscribed by
municipalities and Provinces (Bobbio, 1997), (A.A.V.V., 2002), (Sforzi, Wymer and Gillard
1997) .
Simulators look like combined level and flow frames (Figure 1).

Figure 1 – Flows and levels management

The first ones are represented like graphs pointing out consistencies in the time.
The second ones are represented like cursors allowing the modification of system inflows
and outflows.

Figure 2 offers a metaphorical representation of this.

Figure 2 – The bathtub metaphor …

…conveys the idea perfectly of how a system works. In this metaphor, you can run or
empty a bathtub (level variable) according to the water flow and pressure from the tap, and
the corresponding exhaust pipe diameter (flow variable).
The simulation system manages three operational levels, related to the data base, the
model analysis & management and the monitoring (Figure 3).
In the data base, data supplied by municipal Statistics Department are managed, using
rates, indexes and coefficients resulting from ad hoc surveys and studies in depth.
In model analysis & management, the approach followed is the one of the System
Dynamics using the VENSIM DSS software.
In the monitoring phase, synthetic data are identified and gathered during the period and
at the end of the period, aiming at an ex ante / ex post assessment about public policies
activated and corrective actions introduced in the considered systems (Sorvillo, 2001) .

Figure 3 – Demographic simulator management phases

In the data base, you can find essential information to feed the model simulated. The data
stored allow the quantitative and qualitative representation of those variables generating
the system taken into consideration.
As an example of the demographic simulator running, we can say that in the simulator
data base the demographic elements are expected to be included. A demographic system
is made of inflows and outflows of data from the territorial system. This is why we need the
data related to natural balance and migration balance (children born and the dead,
immigrants, emigrants) and the corresponding rates. And this for a period sufficient to
carry out an analysis, which will be the basis to build simulation model rules as well as a
shared diagnosis concerning the system condition. Once we have done that, the
modelling phase can start and the result will be the simulation of future conditions
statistically extracted from a previous series of data (until the rules for data extraction allow
that) and scenarios (until these ones keep real operational effectiveness in relation to the
problem concerned). Public policies originating from simulation procedures can offer better
solutions in terms of policy quality, open-minded approach, sharing experiences, real
effectiveness.
A simulator supports a decision-maker also in the assessment phase, allowing the ex
ante identification of milestones and critical aspects, to which the decision-maker should
refer when delivering programme goals, and helps him in giving new shape to the
organization .

Very often a simulation application brings an improved sharing of systems diagnosis and
makes easier the assessment of on-going actions and policies efficiency .
Going back to the “stock and flow” metaphor given by a bath container, we should
consider all models we are able to produce like a communicating system made of
containers and flows. Thus, we can represent any kind of system, measuring its aftereffects, introducing delays, evaluating alternatives.
a simulation is made possible by the analysis and understanding of the concerned system
structure.
Every system (“problem”) has its own running structure, which needs to be known and
understood (the so-called “modelling” phase) before a change occurs.
When you start a simulation, you need a reality model allowing to explain its way of acting.
A simulation follows a recurring process and makes the production of system scenarios
possible, fixing a consistent data and goals basis, to justify the outputs.
Simulation effectiveness depends on the knowledge level about a system structure and
the quality of any datum used to determine initial stocks, constants, flow variables
dynamics.
When you understand the structure of a certain system, you are able to identify the forces
that cause the dynamism of that system. To do that, causal loops are used - circular
representations of linked and related events, with a specific behaviour (Figure 4).
Causal loops functions (balancing and reinforcing loops) explain the behaviour of the
system studied and allow a subsequent modelling of it.

Figure 4 – Understanding a system / problem structure via its causal loops
representation

A modelling starts from the structural analysis carried out with the identification of casual
loops and their functions, and reaches a definition of flows and levels marking the system.

In this phase, we pass from an abstract model to an information model, necessary to
manage quantitatively the simulated system.
This way of representing systems makes easier to understand that, in the reality, the
variables are never isolated and they never work alone. On the contrary, it is bound to
happen that they influence each other through feedback mechanisms. This characteristic
makes the systems complex; therefore simulation becomes an interesting technique not
only in the concept phase of public policies but also in the implementation and assessment
phases.
Cause-effect mechanisms to build systems are easily understandable if considered
individually, due to causes and effects interaction. Therefore, a problem about the
management of a system does not depend on a difficult understanding of its mechanisms,
but on their number.
In real systems the number of interactions is enormous. Before the invention of electronic
processing units, it was impossible to use them for practical purposes. Today we can do
that, in a relative way and despite some restrictions, but this operation is reasonably
simple.
These mechanisms work with a positive effect (reinforcement effect) or negative effect
(balancing effect) on the system studied. The global effect that each feedback
accumulates inside each causal circle determines its behaviour.
The most important advantage of simulation appears on non-linear systems of variables,
where feedback works. This one influences and is influenced by causal elements. The
causal network giving origin to the system behaviour becomes a decisive part of it and
cannot be separated from individual variables constituting the system itself.
A simulation process follows a specific procedure which can easily become an
administration practice or procedure, maybe to be turned to a “spending review
procedure”? Thus the simulators could be used in local public administrations (PAL) to
determine yearly sustainable goals for primary expenditure reduction (Libro verde sulla
spesa pubblica, 2007).
Management simulators are important tools for a town oriented to the creation of a
management system for public policies. Please find some examples to understand the
support offered for a policy creation, implementation and assessment.

Retirement dynamic simulation
A retirement simulator (Figure 5) enables you to make forecasting based on an objective
representation of retirement demands in public contexts. Forecasting allow to follow the
phenomenon evolution and makes the simulation of impact by sector possible, as well as
the identification of programs for workers replacement, hiring, training and quantification
of costs related.

Figure 5 - Simulation desktop

The simulation compares workers consistency size with expenditure related.
The tendency forecasting under constant legislation is simulated in Figure 6, where in a
municipality of nearly 2700 employees the conditions existing at the date of 31st March
2009. The staff employed is allocated to an only virtual department. The calculation of
expenditure is based upon an initial cost, with reference to 2008 costs as average costs.
By this operation, as illustrated in the example above, you can survey that the end-ofperiod whole body of employees decreases little more than a third if compared to the
present mass, while expenditure is halved.
If tasks and results remain unchanged, the end-of-period productivity must increase of
nearly 93 percent to keep constant inside the system the related efficiency level until the
date of March 2009.

Figure 6 – Expenditure and consistencies simulation

The simulation points out the natural sizing subsequent to retirement, when the constraint
applied to the start year works also during the remaining period studied.
Thus, you can quantify the number of hiring contracts needed to establish the right staff
sizing (according to the regulations in force), as highlighted in Figure 7 showing the most
critical period between workforce departure for retirement and hiring.

Figure 7 – Constraints impact simulation

The simulation shows the gap existing between retirement forecasting and adjustments
allowed by the law in force. It also identifies decreasing and increasing flows in local
economy, additional productivity needed to adjust workforce rate, a structural view by
department, age of employees and employee’s distribution by qualifications. The layout of
diagnosis reports concerning the most critical organizational aspects is also made
possible.

Dynamic demographic simulation
Demographic simulation, as shown in the example above, allows wide forecasting based
upon objective representation of the existing territorial demographic structure. The
forecast follows the population natural evolution and allows its measurement year by year
with the maximum boundary of year 2057.
Demographic simulation allows the extraction of working rules from the territorial system
observed thanks to the distant past study as well as the sizing, qualification and
quantification of services through feared and/or desired scenarios. It also helps to train
people in critical contexts.
The results of birth rate increase or decrease and the local system attractive capacity are
well represented by this excellent management tool. As a result, forecasting about future
consequences of present changes and going back in the time to size results for local
policies implementation are both possible.

One conclusion is that demography can play an essential rule in urban policy decisionmaking processes, offering an objective key to their interpretation through continuative
monitoring, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 – Demography and local economic policy

You only need to add a quantitative reference to public multiannual planning to justify the
actions carried out in terms of quantitative results, having finally an indisputable result
proxy.
Cursors drive the simulation. They act on the flow data and are immediately observable on
the graphs pointing out the variable level considered, as previously seen in Figure 1.
Demographic data help to see with a sense of proportion territorial goals, assess the result
of public policies, quantify, qualify and size public services.
The stock & flow structure (Figure 9) used for demographic simulation is targeted to three
age groups:
 the young (up to 14 years)
 the adults (up to 65 years)
 the elderly (over 65 years).
Grouping the population by age makes the system structural analysis more significant,
encouraging a deeper understanding of the economical and social condition through
continuative flow studies. Individual contribution to social and economical life changes
depending on age – children and young are usually clear goods consumers, while adults
produce and save goods. The elderly have no definite behaviour, even if they tend to
become clear consumers well on in years.

Figure 9 - Model flows and levels
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The feedback loop balancing the demographic system includes aging and death.
The reinforcement loop includes birth rate and growth rate.
The simulation model structure is split into two symmetrical components - foreign origin
residents and autochthonous residents, whose combining bears the total population.

Dynamic simulator on local job system added value
The dynamic simulator on local job system added value allows a wide range of forecasts
about added value per economic field, based on objective representations of existing
production structures in the territory.
Forecasting enables you to follow the evolution of staff employed per sector, making the
comparison of Total Factor Productivity (TFP) possible per area and per year.
As a result you have an indicator of structural costs evolution in our territorial system.
They all must be retrieved in the production system to preserve the existing territorial
competitiveness. In this case the simulation is shown in the graphs about territorial added
value as well, per employed person and per economic field, where comparisons between
all of them are also represented (Figure 10).

Figure 10 – Flows and levels in Local Job System

An example of results you can get with demographic dynamic simulator
Unfortunately, we cannot check the enormous dynamic potential of simulation in real
situations, but anyway we can represent some explanatory aspects of it in the concrete
case of a medium sized town in Northern Italy.
Let us consider a first result of a simulation loop using demographic simulator. Despite the
lack of a team work involving decision-makers and a real background, there is evidence of
important results. If you sum the resident population in time 0 and the natural and
migration balance, you have the resident population in time 1. In this way, you show the
evolution of historical data and, at the same time, a database allowing subsequent
simulations is loaded.

Figure 11 – From data to concept

If you observe the demographic evolution trend, you can find that some demographic
concepts are clearly represented. One of them, the so-called demographic dividend,
points out the effect of demographic charge (due to the high birth rate), occurred in the
past but showing a delayed effect later. The demographic dividend accumulates the effect
of a reduction of costs to keep constant the number of the young component and the
benefits coming from births occurred in previous periods.
Once the demographic dividend effect is achieved, the local development dynamics is
backed up by migration movement.
Figure 11 shows inflow rate homogeneous with respect to the Fifties/Seventies flows but,
at the same time, outflow rate decreases considerably, showing some the main factors of
town attractiveness.

Figure 12 – Understanding of systemic structure: the migration balance

A migration balance measures the difference between immigrants and emigrants per year.
You can observe the trend to identify the so-called demographic transitions - periods when
territorial demographic trends change (Figure 12).
A natural balance measures the difference between children born and the dead per year,
making easier again the identification of demographic transitions.

Figure 13 – Understanding of systemic structure: the natural balance

By the 1970s, the natural balance had structurally plunged, as shown in Figure 13, and
this fact gave origin to the second Veronese demographic transition and to a “modern
urban demographic system”.
The demographic transition combines the decrease of death rate with the birth rate
reduction. The first demographic transition shows the process towards the modern age,
while the second demographic transition shows the process towards the present age.
There are several reasons for the second demographic transition. Basically, the increase
of job opportunities for women gave origin to the increase of opportunity costs for house
and children care. Women work became necessary to counterbalance the weakness of
men wage condition and to keep a family standard of life. Besides, work allows selffulfilment to women as well.
The birth rate shows the number of children born per year per thousand inhabitants.
The negative balance is pointed out in Figure 14, where birth rate and death rate are not
counterbalanced any more; rather, the dead exceed the children born. This balance is due
to the decrease of birth rate, corresponding today to one half of the rate surveyed in 1965.

Figure 14 – Understanding of systemic structure: birth rate evolution

A birth drop coincided with the entry into the world of work of 1950s and 1960s
generations. As a result of the joint effect of these factors, there was a considerable
reduction of structural costs rate.
If we consider in detail each age group, we notice that in 2001 the distribution of male
component in town population showed a significant change in comparison with the 40
years before distribution (Figure 15).
Apart from gender difference and greater longevity of adult females, the composition of
residents by age profile on the reporting date of 31st December 2001 points out two
frequency peaks, related to the ages of 37 and 55. These peaks correspond to the birth
dates of 1945 and 1965 (local baby boom).
The distribution of foreign origin population is more concentrated in the age group of 25 to
35.

Figure 15 – Understanding of systemic structure: distribution per age in 2001

In the current adult group we can find the highest frequency level by age, as a result of the
high birth rate in the period 1950s-1970s.
The same distribution is surveyed on the date of 31st December 2007, so in Figure 16 the
two above mentioned peaks are shifted six years, with an increasing number of foreign
origin people.

Figure 16 – Understanding of systemic structure: distribution by age in 2007

The distribution of foreign origin population extends the space of age considered to 40
years, almost doubling their consistencies and showing a higher birth rate.
The graphs show that elderly males decrease constantly in 2001 since the age of 65, while
females decrease only after the age of 80. The gap is due to men’s deaths occurred during
the Second World War. This trend falls in 2007, showing that males and females share the
same slope, despite a higher longevity rate in favour of females.
A comparison between elderly conditions in 2001-2007 shows a significant increase of
people over 80 years.

Figure 17 – Understanding of systemic structure: comparison of elderly population
in 2001-2007

With reference to the same period, Figure 18 shows that the young under the age of 14
are permanently and uniformly distributed per age, thus showing a constant birth trend in
the last fifteen years.
You can also notice that the great number of foreign origin people, in confirmation of the
birth rate increase, is negatively correlated with age.

Figure 18 – Understanding of systemic structure: comparison of young population
in 2001-2007

By making use of simulation, we can shift 2001-2007 data to a future period of time.
Using 2001-2007 reference data to represent the stationary phase of urban demography
(see Figure 19), we can simulate adults future scenarios up to 2015, 2021 and 2036 , then
excluding the migration balance gap and shifting 2001 data concerning the young to 2015,
while 2007 data are shifted to 2021 and 2036.

Figure 19 – Use of simulator: shifting data to develop future scenarios

As a result, we notice that, among autochthonous population, people aged 52 are the
most represented age group in 2015, while people aged 58 are the most represented in
2021 and people aged 65 in 2036.
In 2040 the effect of local baby boom will stop, giving rise to the last autochthonous elderly
community. And no effect of local baby boom will influence the labour market in 2040. That
year the differential between autochthonous population and foreign origin population will
be significantly reduced.
From that moment on, no information can be extrapolated from real data any more, and
we can only build scenario planning.
The space bounded by a broken line (Figure 20) presents an upper bound, characterized
by scenarios having high birth rate and attractiveness, and a lower bound characterized by
scenarios having low birth rate and attractiveness.

Figure 20 – Possible scenarios

Now you are able to simulate a wide range of sustainable territorial initiatives to start. You
can consider not only possible (but unlikely) birth rates superior to 2.7 percent with a
positive migration balance of 1600 people/year, but also possible and unlikely birth rates of
0.5 percent with a migration balance equal to zero.
Figure 21 – Use of simulator: the base scenario

The base scenario describes the natural trend in 2001-2007 and, apart from the migration
balance, shows two system behaviours having a different general birth rate, equal to 1.2

percent on average for autochthonous population and to 2 percent for foreign origin
population.
Figure 21 shows that in 2007 the population was made of 260.000 inhabitants, while in
2057 inhabitants will be 197.000, thus causing a negative balance of nearly 60.000
inhabitants.
Autochthonous population is going to decrease from 231.000 people in 2007 to 158.000
people in 2057, which means a reduction of 73.000 units.
On the contrary, population of foreign origin is going to increase from 30.000 people in
2007 to 38.000 people in 2057.
As regards the model used, we start considering the population split into autochthonous
people and foreign origin people.
The model structure is, in both cases, the same, and the total values spring from the sum
of the two specific movements, highlighted in model 1.
This model considers the only natural balance and the rates spring from the observation of
the period 1946-2006.
The rates applied to the model for the scenario building have been randomized around the
last five years 2003-2007 average rate.
The structural costs index and the old age index shown in Figure 22 tend to come close
and stabilize in the time with a strong reduction of the second one and a slight increase of
the first one.
The structural costs index and the old age index are also included in the base scenario.
If we observe the evolution line, it is evident the impact that the adult population reduction
will have, both in alternative and cumulative terms not only of workforce demand from
outside the system, but also of created added value and productivity increase springing
from innovation.
Figure 22 – Use of simulator: base scenario – Comparison between dependency and
old age

The most evident result rising from the simulation above is that increasing the birth rate (A)
and selecting specific migration flows (B), population could be adjusted on levels almost
unchanged in the reference period.
The positive effect of young people growing not only farther on reduces the ageing rate,
but also may give rise to some demographic conditions which could be favourable to the
economy of the 1940s, when new generations born in the 1910s and 1920s enter the
labour market.
Anyway, in the example considered (using system stakeholders) we would like to tackle
the Total Factor Productivity improvement by measuring the system outputs and inputs
related, therefore absorbing the increase of structural dependency on active population.
As a consequence, a TFP fluctuation gap of nearly 15-20% could be tackled by increasing
the quality of factor productivity, developing the territorial system production limit,
encouraging research to increase territorial productive potentiality.
Should the base scenario happen, we can have a picture of the main territorial issues in
the resulting scenarios (no.1, no.2 and no.3).
Failing specific policies, a demographic gap will be filled accidentally, without balancing
coming people expectations with resident people expectations.
Scenario no.1 shows the application of hypothetical policies (A, B, C) in contrast with the
base situation, to assess their impact by means of simulation.
The evidence show that migrations depend directly on economic dynamics locally existing,
and birth-rate and death-rate are also indirectly influenced by economical factors.

Figure 23 Use of simulator: scenario no.1

Being the evidence of this situation convincing, we can encourage two policies in
particular, in the wake of relevant experiences of contrast carried out in other countries.
The first policy concerns birth-rate increase, while the second one aims at introducing
actions to improve selective attraction of talented people. Now you should imagine actions
in support of these urban policies, and after you should monitor their impact, size them and
simulate their efficiency.
In scenario no.1 (figure 23), we can see the impact of a slight birth increase (one percent
lower) on the dynamic representation of young / adult / elderly people.
In all three components, the increased birth rate foreseen – even though with a limited
impact – significantly reduces the trend shown in the base scenario.
This situation is conditioned by the expected evolution in the different age groups. In the
period studied, the young and the elderly keep stable position (as effect of the used birth
rate stability, equal to the average birth rate in the period 2001-2007 and the end of the
baby boom cycle.) The adults’ number reduces of nearly one third.
By adding the effect of a first policy oriented to the increase of birth rate to the second
policy oriented to the attraction of talents in general, we obtain a careful representation of
the hypotheses done, disaggregated by age, as shown in figure 24.
As a consequence of policies of type A and B, population tends to keep consistencies
slightly lower than the ones in 2007.
You should consider the powerful leverage when you use this policy tool. Among the many
possible policies, the best one gets the maximum effect with the minimum effort (figure
25). The simulator is irreplaceable to do that.

Figure 24 – Use of simulator: scenario no.1 – population dynamics with policies A+B

Management by policies and organization processes
Public policies, once identified and described, are quantified, scheduled and checked
about their efficiency and effectiveness.
The main goal of public policies being making city dynamics synergic and general
environment-friendly - as well as system constraints-friendly, a stimulus to change must
rise, in a way allowing the improvement of management in life system (e.g. more time
should be devoted to children care, without reducing family income).
Despite these (multiple) policies cover several fields and the budget allocated are not
necessarily relevant, the responsiveness of the population towards public commitment is
quite evident.

Policies of type A, to contrast birth rate decline at local level, together with policies of type
B, to attract talents, drive to a strong reduction of the decrease shown in base scenario.
In the presence of a birth rate of 15 per thousand3 , considering an attractiveness capacity
of 200 people/year4 , stabilized during the whole period, a reduction of resident population
could be at least avoided. In this case, the total population at the end of the period would
amount to about 214,000 people.
As an example, a simulator conceived for the measurement of a policy oriented to the birth
rate increase allows the immediate assessment of its economic dimension in relation to a
“niche” of potential users like the mothers, selected by age.
A constraint can be established on the expenditure or on the impact in terms of further
births, anyway this would require another simulator, after checking its flexibility capacity
about the time devoted to children by potential mothers.
The framework of to be activated is absolutely political, and a simulator is just a
management tool for decision-making processes. The advantage is that all decisions,
when supported by appropriate forecasting, will become more transparent, understandable
and manageable.
This way to manage public policies (see Picture 26) allows avoiding sectoral suboptimizations, where performances are calculated as related to individual fields in the
organization or councillorship, without considering the contribution offered by their global
result.
Any services supplied and fields involved become valuable in an objective way as
application tools of local policies.
Picture 26 - Use of simulator: integrated management of policies

A performance plan should lead the organization.
Simulators make those management methods, previously unworkable, concretely
possible. They were too complex to be tackled by public bodies, but now the use of
simulators allows successful simulations even with not very refined databases. Anyway,
simulators offer quality simulations, as they are always supported by careful results
sensitivity analysis.
In a forward dynamic simulation, the tool used allows the achievement of the necessary
sensitivity analysis for a-priori evaluation about the policy impact on population (1).
A sensitivity analysis evaluates the effect on (1) even on the smallest variations of
constants considered in the cursors.
The sensitivity values must be interpreted as line slopes, and they measure the effect of a
constant change (variable with cursor) on (1). If, for example, the modification of the
constant: added value by operator determines a sensitivity value of 0.1672, this should be
interpreted as that a unitary change in the constant value (added value by operator)
determines a change in (1) equal to: 0.1672.
The higher is the sensitivity coefficients value, the higher will be the positive or negative
variations of effective results if compared to those resulting from simulations.

The alternatives showing lower sensitivity values are less risky, because their prospects
are less vulnerable to the variation of the quantities from which they depend.
In the example above, the sensitivity analysis showed the firmness of the supposed
decisions. This analysis highlights factors whose values should be somewhere estimated
or kept under control during the execution phase of the project.
The analysis related to the constant: birth rate, as expected, has been keeping a 99%
confidence interval for the whole period.

A methodology useful to promote innovative governance actions
This methodology is particularly suitable to the study of every single local situation, in
order to carry out ex-post analyses for the identification of causes producing the observed
issues (depopulation, impoverishment, pollution and so on), or ex-ante analyses for the
identification of conditions allowing the achievement of some objectives like: improvement
of quality of life, increase of local attractiveness, achievement of goals having resources
constraints (Pearson, 1995), (Bianchi, 2009: pages 267-351).
The approach followed could support to any political decision-maker dealing with complex
dynamic systems (both social and economical) and belonging to political / institutional /
civic /miscellaneous contexts.
Sometimes, the answer of the systems to any modifying actions carried out by the
decision-maker does not occur in an immediate and consistent way. Unforeseeable and
complex developments can happen, so that a modifying action to a given system may be
expanded, delayed or made fruitless. This is the reason why an informed co-decisionmaking process is very important when dealing with socio-economical systems (Martini,
Costabella, Sisti, 2006). The origin of the system’s behaviour can be found in the decisionmakers’ limited rationality, which is showed in two ways. The first way is when the
decision-makers aim at breaking down issues in order making the management of tasks
related easier. As a consequence of this behaviour, the intuition of belonging to a whole is
lost, and the awareness of every single action consequences is limited. Besides, a limited
rationality is the cause and the effect of mental models used to take decisions, despite
they are only generalization processes, or deep-rooted hypotheses - useful to manage
operational routines, but dangerous in case of strategies and logical processing – resulting
from a decision-maker’s previous training and other experiences, but not based on a
conscious awareness, even if they strongly influence his perception of the world as well as
his actions.
Joint resolutions should be made in an informed way, thus breaking dangerous mental
models – the most of them being responsible for wrong decisions in the first phases of
policies implementation (Barnabè, 2009). A late understanding of policies inadequacy
makes issues worse.
The models created according to this approach are able to foresee precise situations of
the system, or hypotheses empirically tested in a rigorous way, as well as to understand
the rationale and role of relevant variables interaction, the points of sensitivity of the
system to interventions and scenarios, thus leading to alternative hypotheses concerning
the initial status of the system itself.
The understanding of the framework of a local issue is a-priori decisive to direct and size
public policies. Policies are expected to intervene on causes linked to the issues
highlighted in the Local Agenda (Bianchi, 2009).

A proposal
Public choices are more and more perceived as far from by the citizens needs, arbitrary
and too expensive. This happens both at national and local level. Unfortunately, even if
citizens are physically close to the political class, and share the same territorial situation,
the institutions are not convincing and effective in involving their citizens in participative
decision-making processes. Consequently informed decisions are not encouraged
(Quagliani, 2005: pages 45-50).
Strategic planning is often used to “dignify” ex-post decisions, taken according to a self referential approach. Communication tools are widely used to inform citizens about results
and apparently involve them. But local issues mechanisms seem not deeply understood,
nor checked, and consequently citizens’ behaviour is oriented to fatalism and anomy.
A Municipality is the perfect site to see phenomena in an exponential way. The tool
described above can contribute to fill in the gap occurred these last years among
institutions and citizens.
A Municipality needs to recognize the value of good planning and control functions, as this
is necessary to monitor and evaluate local public policies. This can be done effectively
today using simulations.
System dynamics tools are available and quite easy-to use. Effective procedures for codecisional processes in critical situations of public life can be used in bureaucratic
practices. The implementation and repetition of the experience presented could be used to
improve an empirical method, to be then consolidated through concrete experiences
carried out by Observatories on public policies effectiveness, in a context of a more
participative government.
The challenge should be to demonstrate that there is no effective public decision without
any informed participation by the population. Many critical issues would immediately come
out, showing the conflict between public decision-makers’ interests and citizens’ interests,
in the field of territorial planning, services sizing, operational activity planning, etc.
As an example, we can consider the application of this approach to the environmental,
economical and organizational fields.
In the first case, e.g. concerning waste management, let’s imagine the advantage to
compare different solutions in advance, before deciding about dumps management,
incinerators building, cold-treated waste..
In the second case, e.g. concerning decisions for the local labour market, a local Body
could compare the added values produced in every single sector, thus defining a long-term
growth strategy with a monitoring system, which should be binding for interventions
refinancing.
In the third case, e.g. the planning of a new internal technical framework, dynamic
simulation could allow bureaucratic co-decision, starting from the executive body “Giunta”
mandate, in order to give a new size to the operational structure and necessary resources,
according to a much more goal-oriented approach.
Very often, relevant issues in the social and economic frameworks, like for example those
linked to immigration, education, urban planning, etc. are linked to the demographic
structure and its evolution. This means that there will be unbreakable rules to be

considered If the decision-makers are not aware of this, important risk factors are
expected to take place: wrong solutions will generate new issues.
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